Year 4 – Thursday 11th June 2020
Hello again, Year Four! Here are your second weekly batch of home learning activities.
Well done for all your effort so far, we hope you will enjoy these!
English
Read your home reading book (or a book online) for fifteen minutes daily.
Write down two sentences form your reading book which contain interesting
adjectives. (describing words)
Try to learn the next five words for this week’s spellings; using the
methods we use at school. LOOK COVER WRITE
BRONZE: gold, hold, told, every, great
SILVER: exercise, increase, opposite, regular, woman
GOLD: experience, important, ordinary, reign, woman
Get an adult or another child to test you!

Reading
Spelling

English task

Go on a virtual field trip to the Amazon Rainforest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEsV5rqbVNQ&safe=true 9 minutes long
Watch the video and make some notes on facts about the rain forest
Write a paragraph constructing sentences from your notes.
Make sure your piece of work has a title.
Maths

Mental maths

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/times-tables/coconut-multiples
Practise your multiples using this game

Maths task

Factors and Multiples continued. Watch the video on factors again
Starter: Game: multiplying three numbers together (sheet posted on GC
“Board Game Thursday”)
Try this game on topmarks:
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/multiples-and-factors
Other

Topic Mountains

How much of the earth is covered in mountains?
What is a mountain?
Choose one of the following mountains and research some facts about them.
( using the internet or books) E.g. Height, location, tourist facilities etc.
Mount Everest (Nepal), Mont Blanc (French Alps) and Mount Vesuvius (Italy

Living Things

Looking at characteristics of living things. Look at PowerPoint posted on GC
Thursday.
Write down the seven characteristics of living things.
List and draw at least 6 living creatures in your garden habitat. e.g.
woodlouse (where is it found?) Ants etc. Can you find out three pieces of
information about each one?
Remember Joe Wicks - P.E with Joe! Join in with his fitness sessions on
YouTube or Jump Start Johnny.

PE

Take care everyone and God Bless.

The Year Four Team x

